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Chart Parsing for Loosely Coupled Parallel Systems -Henry S. Thom pson distribution of sub-problems, they are highly likely to require the representation of partial solutions.
Since this is a primary characteristic of the active chart parsing methodology, my investigations have
focussed on parallel implementations of active chart parsers.
II. Parallelism and the Chart
W e start with the observation that chart parsing seems a natural technique to base a parallel parser on.
Its hallmarks are the reification of partial hypotheses as active edges, and the flexibility it allows in terms of search strategy, and it would seem straight-forward to adapt a chart parser doing pseudo-parallel breadth-first bottom-up parsing into a genuinely parallel parser. Indeed with a shared-memory parallel system, the BBN Butterfly'", I have done just that, and the result exhibits the expected linear speed-up.
The approach used was simply to allow multiple processors to remove entries from the queue of hypothesised edges and add them to the chart in parallel, performing the associated parsing tasks and thereby in some cases hypothesising further edges onto the queue. Locks were of course required to prevent race conditions m updating the chart and edge queue, but instrumentation suggested that there was rarely contention for these locks and they had little adverse impact on performance.
Clearly this approach would not be appropriate in the loosely coupled case. One could of course use some system which supports virtual shared memory to implement a shared chart and edge queue. But this would defeat the whole purpose, as the parser would be serialised by the processor responsible for maintaining the shared structures. W hat I have explored instead is retaining the same granularity of parallelism, namely the edge, but accepting that at least some of the chart itself will have to be distributed among the processors. The o r a n g e s a w s a w th e o r a n g e s a w with the o ra n g e s a w with a standard grammar which allows for PP attachment ambiguity and a lexicon in which o r a n g e is ambiguous between N and A and saw is ambiguous between N and V. The times plotted are to the discovery of the second parse, as the termination detection algorithm described below had not yet been implemented.
III. Distributing the
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Two Distribution Strategies
Number of processors 
